Beginning Sound Bingo Set 1
(s, a, t, i, p, n)
Recommended age: 4+

Preparation:
1. Listen to the Jolly Phonics sounds:
http://jollylearning.co.uk/british-english-group-1/
2. Print a Beginning Sound Bingo Set 1 card per player. (4 cards in a set)
3. Prepare counters (coins, paperclips etc.) or Play Doh for each player.

How to play:
In this activity the student needs to hear the Set 1 sounds as the beginning sound in a word. The
pictures on the Bingo cards start with the Set 1 sounds: s, a, t, i, p, n. Remember to always use the
sound of the letter not the name.
1. Give the student a card and a set of counters or Play Doh.
2. With the student, look at the pictures on each card and name them. (The name for each
picture is included at the bottom of the card).
3. Call out a letter sound from Set 1 by saying for example, “Find the picture that starts with
the ‘s’ sound”. (Use the letter sound not the name).
4. The student selects a picture on their card that starts with the same beginning sound that
has been called and covers it.
5. Ensure the student has covered the correct picture (e.g. ‘t’ for ‘tiger’ or ‘tent’). There are
two pictures for every sound. Students can cover one picture at a time or every picture for
the given sound.
6. Continue steps 3-5 for each letter sound in Set 1 until a student calls “Bingo!” when they
have covered all pictures in a row, vertical or horizontal.
Card 1 Picture Key: ant, pig, tent, seal, iguana, nine, nail, tiger, popcorn, sun, apple, igloo
Card 2 Picture Key: iguana, turtle, tomato, sock, necklace, avocado, seahorse, igloo, apple,
nest, panda, parrot
Card 3 Picture Key: pirate, nineteen, snake, snail, iguana, toothbrush, Africa, tick, pizza,
newspaper, axe, igloo
Card 4 Picture Key: seven, needle, towel, ambulance, iguana, pear, snowman, igloo, arrow,
knight, pencil, tap

